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The famous Do 335 Pfeil was also twinned, into Dornier Do 335Z, or Do 635. This project came
from several teams: Dornier, Heinkel (P.1075) and Junkers (Ju 635), in unknown order (many combina-
tions have been presented as The very truth...). One of the versions was a simple twinning of traditional
Do 335 with a very solid central wing, holding the heavy rear engines without tail-link. A redesigned ver-
sion would have provided a three-seater derivative, with asymmetry in the canopies and with landing
gears in the fuselages.

These "push-pull" planes would have kept the lower fins of the Do 335, to protect the tail propel-
lers in case of nose-up up landing. The "twin-fuselage push-pull" layout had a very low drag: 2 bodies
only, instead of 5 on a traditional plane (standard Constellation, or Argosy).

This family includes mysterious codes:
- It was written in a book (without detail nor illustration) that the Ju 635 was a double Do 435 (Do 435Z?).
Two interpretations are possible: either this refers to a temporary 435 code (for the 335B?) or the final Do
435 was doubled. This one was a plane with mixed propulsion, derived from the 335 replacing the rear
engine by a jet. The advantage was to have both range with the economic piston engine, and speed burst
with the powerful jet; the Ryan Fireball tested such intermediate formula, quickly out-of-date when jets
improved in fuel rate.
- The code Ju 6-835 was also mentioned. It could be a mistyping, from historian or technician or official:
the figures 6 and 8 being reversed. Prefix 8 was simply meaning ‘plane’, in this classification: RLM-
Nummer 8-335/Dornier and 8-635/Junkers were the official names of Do 335 and Ju 635. There was no
Ju 835, it seems…
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              Also twinning twin-engines, the Heinkel He 111Z-1 (double He 111H) will not be presented here,
because it was far more than a project. Nevertheless, some rejected derivatives deserve a place in this
collection.

Versions focused on range (He 111Z/4m?) had not the central auxiliary engine of the 5-engined
Z-1 (optimized for raw-power to tug several heavy gliders). Replacing the second crew compartment by
additional tanks also increased range. A three-engined model (He 111Z/3m) was also mentioned, this
power being sufficient to take off a double He 111Z without excessive load; nevertheless, the landing
gears being located in engine pods, these pods remained after engine removal (a glider version of DC-3,
XCG-17, had this same characteristic). Let us mention also a Z-1 model modified with a central radial
engine.

The strangest member of the family He 111Z cannot be illustrated here because it exceeds the
limits of the subject: 4-fuselage, so 4-boom, imagined by a contemporary journal. As technicians had
linked two He 111H adding an engine in between, this joke superimposed two He 111Z-1, adding an en-
gine on each support pylon. The result would been a monster with 12 engines, not completely absurd
nevertheless – the biplane assembly with 4 fuselages was more anachronistic than aberrant: the 4-boom
planes were numerous among the first airplanes. And seriously were drawn, in the early 1940s, vertical
associations like the four-jet Me 262/ 262 Mistel. Almost all Mistels could be called twin-boomers if the
link between the two fuselages were not made of several extra beams.
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Other 12-engined plane from a twinning, the Blohm und Voss P.167 would have weighed 200
tons (450,000 lb). This project could have been named Bv 250Z, the basic module being the Bv 250, land
version of the giant seaplane Bv 238. Note the big loading doors, under the noses, which preceded – with
lower aerodynamics – the formula used nowadays by many airfreighters such as the Boeing 747F. As on
recent twin-fuselage projects, twinning the C-5 Galaxy or An 225 Mriya, landing gears would have been
considerably distant on the P.167. This character is a problem for our modern runways, but planes of the
past took off from grass airfields; tar came later, with jets spitting fire, and with wing-load increase
(weight/area) which made higher take-off speeds, with accute danger in case of a bump.

Lateral pairing was tested on the Klemm 25 zwilling, twinning small out-of-date machines. It
seems the basic planes were more or less distant: either to explore the planned layout of the Bf 109 Z,
with linked tails, or to join simply wing-tips (DFS 25?). This prototype would have used two-bladed pro-
pellers, though intermeshing propellers were not tested – they could have reduced the fuselage distance
to a minimum, as on the Wagner-Twin; this mechanism, functioning rather easily on a single-engined
twin-propeller aircraft (like the Kaman H-43) may be dangerous on a twin-engine since it requires an ab-
solutely simultaneous starting of the two propellers...
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Other difficult cases, the seaplane Blohm und Voss Bv 426 Valhalla, or Bv 226Z (or P.200Z)
and the Boeing Twin-Fortress (double B-29 Superfortress). These projects apparently were only in a
cartoon ("Luftwaffe 1946") presenting with great freedom the projects of 1945. Artistic dream or revelation
of unknown designs? The second assumption is not absurd, because such machines would have got
great performances in load and range. Anachronistic inventions for fantasy could have coincided with
rejeted drafts of the past.

If one wanted artificially to multiply doubles, hundreds of models could be illustrated: Twin-
Spitfire etc. Probably, all the engineering staffs and design departments of the world, seeing the technical
success of the F-82 project, considered proposing a low-cost double version of their models. But a pleas-
ant idea in an engineer’s mind may be a too small basis for extrapolations.

Other potential double-planes: many projects that were mentioned as twin-boom whereas the
plans published later on revealed completely traditional planes – a twinning of those in a twin-fuselage
version could be the explanation. The SAAB J.27 (or L.27) and Focke-Wulf P.011 are mainly concerned;
it seems however that the J.27, sort of P-51D with wing and tail of Spiteful, was sometimes confused with
the preliminary J.21B design (which we will see further); the P.011 program was probably based on the
twin-boom configuration of the Flitzer (presented later on) before choosing a more traditional layout.
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             Other twin-fuselage double-aircraft are gliders. Twinning gliders is surprising: whereas joining
motorized planes increases performances (cf Reggiane bifusoliera), joining decreases the glider perform-
ances – the fuselage weight being doubled while the wing area is not. The justification there is elsewhere:
doubling load with available parts. Obviously, the optimum for a double glider consists in twinning the
fuselages while having bigger wings, coming from another model.

The General Aircraft GAL.48B Twin Hotspur was designed assembling two GAL.48 Hotspur II
gliders. The nonretractable landing gears, located under the Hotspur’s wing, were removed on Twin-
Hotspur, replaced by wheels below each fuselage, faired – very aerodynamic solution, stable on a twin-
fuselage.

Similar glider, the DFS 203 would have linked two slightly-modified DFS 230 gliders. The 203
code is surprising, but it is well-known that the DFS 228 appeared ten years after the DFS 230, perhaps
because 230 meant in fact "130 of second generation", according to the Me 209 principle. The project
DFS 130 would have been completely erased, the Henschel 130 taking even its RLM code (like the fa-
mous He 162 took the code of the Bf 162). The DFS 203 would be a DFS 230Z, or DFS 130Z. Designa-
tions DFS 430 or 330 would have been more logical, but these codes were already monopolized by other
programs (Gotha-Kalkert and Focke-Achgelis).

The preliminary draft of Slingsby T-27 Black Widow seems contemporary, even if this program
was achieved later. This sailplane had no genealogical relation with the large Northrop twin-engine Black
Widow. It came from doubling sailplanes T-8 Cadet Mk.2 (or T-7 Cadet Mk.1?). Far from the GAL and
DFS gliders, which transported about fifteen people each, the small twin-fuselage Type 27 was a two-
seater, and weighed less than 500 kg (1,100 lb).
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2.2 – Simplified planes

While some twin-fuselage aircraft came from welding traditional planes together, others were
born through purifying twin-boom-and-pod planes: the central cockpit is moved on one boom, in order to
decrease frontal area (double-body layout instead of triple-body). This principle was not new in 1939: it
was featured a quarter century earlier on the Twin-Seaplane version of the Wight twin-engine.

The SIAI SM.92 was designed by the Savoia-Marchetti company, from the SM.91 with pod.
Some books pretend the SM.91 is a complicated derivative of the SM.92, but this interpretation does not
match the 91/92 codes, nor the genealogy of the 91 that we will detail later.

Perhaps such an evolution occurred  in the Lockheed family. Contrary to a twin-fuselage project
before 1939, cancelled in favor of the coming P-38, this late twin-fuselage would have been a simple
derivative of the standard P-38, using most available parts. This project is not confirmed, as the RP-38
with two cockpits (see page 73) could have been a testing device (Restricted P-38) preparing to side-
piloting of Twin-Mustangs, rather than a progenitor of the high-speed asymmetrical P-38 (Recon P-38?).
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2.3 – Twin-hull flying boats

Another twin-fuselage design reason is the solidity of giant planes, without huge wing to carry a
very heavy central fuselage: the weight is divided in two, and the wing is supported at mid-span. Many
big planes had been designed as twin-fuselage, as the old Adlershof R, with its 140 meters span (460 ft,
twice as much as a Boeing 747).

Otherwise, very heavy land-aircraft had a problem with runway lengtht and landing gear solidity,
so a seaplane status was preferred – since the old Caproni Transaero and Dornier Do X, and that was a
rule till the failures of the Hughes Hercules and Saro Princess, after 1945. This tradition and the twin-hull
one (Savoia 55, Tupolev MK-1, etc) joined to generate several gigantic twin-hull projects, at the begin-
ning of 1940s. This layout is featured nowadays on Wing-In-Ground machines (ekranoplans, halfway
between seaplanes and hovercrafts), whose most massive projects are winged catamarans.

Scheduled for Atlantic Ocean crossing with 500 passengers, the Pemberton-Billing Venturi
(PB.43 or PB.47) embodied futurism. The eight engines of this catamaran would have driven two gigantic
ducted propellers. The wings were special: biplane between the hulls and monoplane outside. The wing
area was not enough for loaded take-off, and the Venturi should have taken off with the assistance of a
large biplane fixed on its back. Flight preparation was not simple but that allowed the use of a little wing
for cruise only, with low drag and weight, thus higher range and payload). The piloting cockpit being lo-
cated on the central wing, the 4 panoramic rooms at the front of the hulls were devoted to first-class pas-
sengers.
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Many catamaran designs were also involved at the beginning of the H-4 Hercules that became
(after 1945) "the biggest aircraft ever built", its 97 meters-span (320 ft) not being equalized in the next 60
years.

All seems to have started with the project Kaiser Flying Cargo Ship. Joining two four-engined
80 tons JRM Mars (180,000 lb) was not enough to make the scheduled 200 tons seaplane (450,000 lb),
so it was necessary to create an original design. This project, from a naval manufacturer, could have
been finalized and built by the aircraft manufacturers Northrop, Douglas, Loening and Martin, if all of
them had not considered such a project unrealizable. Taken over by the Hughes company, this project
became Kaiser-Hughes HK-1 Liberty, growing bigger to reach 250 tons (550,000 lb). Several versions
were considered, with 6 to 8 engines and one or two hulls. The twin-hull frame was finally rejected, and
the project became rather traditional, apart of dimensions, leading to the famous Hughes H-4.
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The four-engined derivatives of the famous Bv 138 were also considered in twin-hull version. The
Blohm und Voss P.123, remains unknown - it is possible that 2 of its 4 engines constituted a large push-
pull pod on the central axis, deserving another place in our classification.

The CAPRA R.90 design was a "twin-fuselage four-engined seaplane" of similar layout. The
Capra company would become the famous Matra later.

A seaplane version of the twin-fuselage Bréguet Br 850 (see page 29) was also mentioned.
Far smaller, the sea-glider Snead XLRH-1 would have transported only 24 people. Even without

gigantism, the catamaran layout had a theoretical advantage over the traditional formula (e.g. Walrus):
avoiding the need for lateral floats to stabilize, having much drag (or weight and fragility if retractable).
This judgement, often ignored for flying-boats, was strong enough for the catamaran formula to fully
dominate the float-plane domain: 2 floats were far more common than 1 central + 2 little ones.
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2.4 – Simple twin-fuselages

Even without naval character nor odd origin, the twin-fuselage formula can be interesting: the
aerodynamic advantages of the Reggiane bifusoliera or SM.92 would be the same without double-plane
status. For small twin-engined planes, there is less drag hiding the cockpit behind an engine, rather than
having a third structure for it. This idea was still featured on the modern Rutan 202-11 Boomerang.

In the early 1940s, the project Arado E530 was embodying this class. It had annular cooling de-
vices in front of the fuselages; "Fw 190D-way". With its bubble single-seat canopy, it reminds the illus-
trated version of Twin-Mustang page 12 – the advantages are exactly the same.

Still about Twin-Mustang, its designer wrote that the initial twin-fuselage project (North American
RD-1120) had no relation with the Mustang; it is only gradually, to solve each problem, that the solutions
validated on the Mustang were applied to this new model. The Twin-Mustang name, focusing on a gen-
eral resemblance, would have thus be misinterpreted by all observers.

The two-seater Caproni Ca.380 Corsaro was a tandem two-seater. Close to the SM.92, it was
characterized by its annular radiators, placed on the booms.
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 Less aerodynamic than previous examples, the PWS.46 had two prominent cockpits and bulky
radial engines. These characters do not make automatically a bad plane: a similar Twin-Bearcat would
have been able to break the speed record. However, the model 46 – conceived by the Podlaska Wytwor-
nia Samolotov company – was designed for ease of construction by multiple craftsmen, dispersed, rather
than for high performances. Made of wood, without sophisticated alloys, it had small wings thanks to the
twin-fuselage formula, and thus could be manufactured with acceptable solidity without advanced tech-
nology.

Other twin-canopy twin-fuselage, the Renard R-42 is difficult to illustrate, due to discrepant
sources. It is probable that the pressurized cabins were strongly inspired by the R-40’s.
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Another poorly known twin-fuselage came from Tachikawa Hikoki. Resulting from a family of
projects that began with single-engined aircraft (single-fuselage), the twin-fuselage ones could be classi-
fied as double planes, but the latter did not keep any resemblance to the initial drawings, which looked
like the Piaggio 119 (1A Design) or Mig 3 (1B Design). Some very-wide families – such as XP-51/F-82,
Re 2000/Re 2005 bifusoliera, Bf 109V1/Me 609 – illustrate the possibility of planes connected with almost
no resemblance, but the situation was different with the Tachikawa models: as the basic models had been
rejected, there was no available parts to double cheaply and quickly. The twin-fuselage versions were
thus designed with a total freedom: less-low wing, lengthened fuselages, shifted cockpits, etc.

The first of them, named Design 2 or Tachikawa Dai Ni An,  used in-line engines, but at that
time, it was usual to replace these devices, heavy and fragile, by radial engines, air cooled. As the bigger
frontal area decreased aerodynamics, a huge power was usually used, to overcome drag, and it worked
(the bulky P-47M was faster than the thin contemporary P-51D); for the evolution of the Tachikawa
model, a completely different way was chosen: the radial engines were selected less powerful than the
units they replaced, which keep almost unchanged the frontal area – while decreasing weight very much.
Then aerodynamics were improved, with a faired canopy, an annular spinner, a long nose shaft. And at
last, the result was a faster model, Dai San An (Design 3).


